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...Well I was at work but in this wood lodge place and then work 
finished and my family was there too but then all of a sudden Satan 
showed up... like the witch does in Rapunzel in the Disney movie, 
like a slow glow that gets larger and larger. He looked like an evil 
Chinese emperor/dragon and he was riding a dragon or part dragon and 
there were dragons and other creatures with him. He started to throw 
fire and /blow fire on things, flames and descending heat storms 
started falling everywhere.....



...Then God showed up and everyone who believed in God said that they
had to stick with the Almighty because he can overcome Satan's the 
true king over everything but God didn't do anything... like he 
"blowed snow" on Satan to distract him temporarily but he didn't harm
him or get rid of him. 

People's faith started to shake. Then these big black creatures 
almost appearing like Bigfoot, not all were black, but they started 
climbing on things and grabbing people and were torturing them/raping
them. It was around this time that I was grabbed by them and they 
tortured me. I just remember the feeling of utter horror, terror,and 
despair because you couldn't get out of it. 



And then i woke up and was telling someone about it and then I woke
up again. A dream within a dream....

When I got tortured it wasn't like I was going to get tortured it was
more like I was thinking, I could end up getting tortured... and then

I got a taste of it.

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2016/02/interactive-bosch/


This was a lot more visual. I couldn't open my eyes, my heart was
racing, everything was very vivid. So there were thousands of these
fire trails that looked like snakes and were moving insanely fast;
if you looked closely, it was made up of thousands/millions of

horsemen on fire and they were rampaging/pillaging through the hills
and cities...



Soon thereafter,these fire dragon things flying around directing the
snake trails of fire, there were earthquakes all over and then these
creatures jumped out of where the earth cracked and they looked like
the Predators from the sci-fi movies, they were insanely strong/fast
and did these huge leaps and jumps in the air... they were racing
through the cities blowing fire and had fire in their hands and

tearing through people/grabbing people. Then there were these lizard
snake things that began jumping out of nowhere and attacking people.



The scenery was epic and horrifying all at once, almost  like the war
scenes where they're creating those monsters in the dungeon pit prior

to war in the Lord of the Rings



There was so much fire, everything was black. No sun. I'm not even
copying this out of the bible unless my subconsious is but it was
really vivid. It then felt like there was no god, He wasn't there
anymore. You could feel through all the torturing everyone just
wanted to give up and renounce whatever so they could be free but

then I realized that maybe we feel this despair/complete lack of God
right now as a preparation because when that all comes, it will be a
million times worse......you have to be able to stand strong and deny

him or else you'll be in hell with those things.
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